DEER PARK GROUP SOLUTIONS
SOLUTIONS FOR COMPLEX BUSINESS PROBLEMS
The Deer Park Group and its team of professionals are an essential resource for
managing significant transitions, achieving strategic goals and management
improvement.
Organizations must confront significant business challenges on a continuous basis that are
critical, strategic issues; from acquisitions to major technology projects, private-to-public,
national-to-global, and senior management transitions.
Often key management has limited time available and may have little experience in the wide
variety of challenges confronting a growing organization. Organizations need executive
talent matched to their industry and specific challenges, available on a flexible schedule to
get through the transition, prepared to manage in the new environment.
Deer Park Group provides professional, senior level management leadership to assist
and guide organizations to meet significant challenges.
Our executive professionals have held senior level
positions in leading global organizations, are recognized
leaders in their industries and often have directed or
participated in industry-wide leadership. They have
successfully confronted significant challenges similar to
the challenges facing your organization. These
challenges include the integration aspects of mergers
and acquisitions, business turnaround, major and
complex system project rescue, and technology and
business process innovation.

• Strategic Planning

Deer Park Group has expertise in leading organizations
through complex transitions and preparing for long-term
growth. This includes both IT and financial management
experience, augmented by various areas of subject
matter expertise in this strategic alignment process.

• Succession Planning &
Interim Leadership

Deer Park Group executive resources are flexible to
your organization’s scheduling, location and budget
requirements. They have specific experience in your
challenges and have often held the leadership position
in organizations like yours.

DEER PARK GROUP
SOLUTIONS

• Project & Program
Leadership
• Governances and
Regulatory Compliance

• Board Advisory
• Business & IT Alignment
•

Business Intelligence

Typical engagements for Deer Park Group consultants include; Advisory Board, Strategic
Planning, Corporate to Business Function alignment, Pre and post merger assessments, and
Complex project rescue and leadership.
For more information about our Leadership Transition Solutions, call 847-431-8349 or email
us at Info@DeerParkInc.com
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